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Dear customers and recumbent fans, 

This year has been really great, we have now moved to our new premises and we have also been awarded our third “Trike of the Year” award in 

four years. For you, the fact that we have moved to our new place means that your orders will be processed faster and more efficiently. The 

award means that you will be ordering a premium product from a manufacturer with almost twenty years experience who constantly innovates 

products and strives to improve them where both quality and function are concerned. 

We are very happy that you are holding a price list for our recumbent bikes and trikes and are obviously considering getting yourselves one of 

our models or accessories.  Over the following pages, you will find not just the price list for the bikes as such but also a price list for frame sets 

and accessories. Should you wish to learn the price of spare parts, please contact the guys from the sales department.

HOW TO ORDER

The best and easiest way to put an order in is to contact one of our dealers. There are almost 80 all over the world and they will be happy to 

help you pick and order the right model for you. The same applies if you are just looking for some accessories or spare parts. Alternately, you 

can contact our sales department directly, we will be happy to help with any inquiry.

The best way to configure your bike is to visit our configurator at configurator.azub.eu, where you can also place your order. Please, don’t 

forget to enter your height and weight as well as any additional special requests you may have. 

Well, that’s about it for now, we hope you enjoy working with our price list!
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CHOOSE THE BEST OPTION FOR YOU

We have been building our bikes precisely according to our customers’ requirements since the founding of our company. That’s the way 

we keep doing our job up to these days. You can order bike from us either as a frame set to be equipped by yourself, or there are three different 

options – we call them levels – available for building your bike. It’s just up to you if you choose the best-selling configuration that 

can be delivered within one week, if you configure your new bike with components from a preset group – this way we can finish your bike in 5 

to 6 weeks, or if you come up with a totally personalized configuration.

START BUILDING YOUR BIKE WITH US!

LEVEL 1
Best-selling trike configuration with great price–performance ratio. You choose the accessories for your new trike.

Delivery time: 2 weeks

We have selected a set of components that we consider most suitable for the majority of AZUB riders. Our aim was to offer a well-equipped 

and durable trike with a very short delivery time so that you can start riding almost immediately. You can choose accessories for your new trike. 

The one-week delivery time corresponds with the time of transport and potential customs declaration. 

We offer the T-Tris 26, TRIcon 26 and Ti-FLY 26 in the LEVEL 1.

LEVEL 2
Configure your dream bike to your taste and select from the parts we have tried and are always on stock. Choose your color and 

accessories.

Delivery time: about 6 weeks

On the second level of our customer solutions service, you configure your bike to suit your needs. It is easy to get along with the process. You’ll 

find your way through our quite big offer thanks to a description of each option that you find upon clicking on the image of your chosen part

in our configurator. In any case, we are happy to help with the best combinations of your chosen components. We only need to know how often 

and in what conditions you are most likely to use your bike. We have the vast majority of components on stock, which allows us to build your 

bike in reasonable time. We can also guarantee our prices throughout the year.

Our favorite Color Shop is available at this level as well.

LEVEL 3
Unleash your fantasy and let us build a really unique bike for you.

Delivery time: depending on the availability of selected parts

In case you didn’t choose within the offer on the second level of our configurator we are ready to cooperate with you and come up with

a configuration that will completely meet your requirements. However, it is necessary to restrict your choices according to compatibility 

of components with the design of our bikes as well as the components’ accessibility for us. Get in touch with your dealer or directly with us. 

Together we can prepare the most suitable bike configuration for you. As the next step, we will check on the availability and price of each 

component, verify compatibility (if possible), determine the approximate delivery time and calculate the price for you. The overall price will 

include an additional charge for the highly personal approach and will also reflect the time needed for ordering individual components, 

surcharges for shipping of the components and higher time demands of the building process. The additional charge will be between 50 to 500 

EUR/USD.

The third level configuration requires a thorough preparation and your cooperation in the components selection process. Be prepared for busier 
email communication. Unpredictable situations can arise in the course of the building process itself. For example, a supplier can change 

a certain part’s specification or postpone its delivery. Anyway, you can be sure that we are ready to provide you with the best service possible.

The best time to order a bike within the third level configuration is in autumn when we can devote much time to such unique projects. However, 

you can act out your fantasies even in summer.

What desires are we able to satisfy?

There is a vast list of components that we have a lot experience with (see the web page). We are quite sure that we can deliver them and install 

correctly. We don’t want to hinder your fantasy though, and thus feel free to get in touch with any special demands. Before doing this, 

go through the list of components we are not able to offer.

What are we not able to provide?

Unfortunately, it is quite a big range of components. Mainly shifting systems are often incompatible with recumbent bike designs, with the gears 

needed, length of cables and cable housings necessary for recumbent bikes. We are not able to supply Campagnolo and MicroShift components. 

We don’t like to combine different ranges of Shimano shifting components as well. 
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AZUB TWIN
completely configurable, all options available, all accessories available, production time about  6 weeks
S0013 AZUB TWIN  $6 990 ☐
Steering types
S0034 Above seat steering - ASS / OSS Not compatible with Bar End shifters included ☐
S0035 Under seat steering - USS  $164 ☐
S0036 Open cockpit - OC  $329 ☐
Drivetrain
S0259 Shimano Acera 3x9  included ☐
S0260 Shimano Acera 3x9 Bar End  $110 ☐
S0258 Shimano Deore 3x10  $220 ☐
S0261 Shimano Deore 3x10 Bar End  $330 ☐
S0262 Rohloff 14 - black  $1 759 ☐
S0249 Shimano STEPS 6100 + Shimano Deore 1x10 E-bike with 504Wh battery $2 499 ☐
S0250 Shimano STEPS E6100 + Rohloff 14 E-bike with 504Wh battery $4 299 ☐
Brakes
S0264 Avid BB7 - mechanical disc + Shimano Deore V-brake  included ☐
S0263 Tektro Auriga Tune - hydraulic disc + Shimano Deore  $99 ☐
Main frame and rear fork color
S0021 Black deep matt - RAL 9005  $0 ☐
S0020 White shiny - RAL 9003  $0 ☐
S0015 Red shiny - RAL 3000  $0 ☐
S0019 Yellow shiny - RAL 1023  $0 ☐
S0018 Orange shiny - RAL 2004  $0 ☐
S0016 Blue shiny - RAL 5012  $0 ☐
S0017 Grey shiny - RAL 7030  $0 ☐
S0022 Green shiny - RAL 6018  $0 ☐
S0024 Neon yellow shiny - RAL 1026 High visibility $77 ☐
S0023 Neon green shiny - RAL 6038 High visibility $77 ☐
S0025 Individual color choice - COLORSHOP Please, let us know your color combination at the time of order. $165 ☐
Seat front
S0037 Composite seat AZUB size M For riders to 175cm $0 ☐
S0038 Composite seat AZUB size L For riders from 175cm to 187cm $0 ☐
S0039 Composite seat AZUB size XL For riders from 187cm $0 ☐
S0040 Carbon seat AZUB size M 500g lighter than Composite seat $439 ☐
S0041 Carbon seat AZUB size L 500g lighter than Composite seat $439 ☐
S0042 Carbon seat AZUB size XL 500g lighter than Composite seat $439 ☐
Seat rear 
S0037 Composite seat AZUB size M For riders to 175cm $0 ☐
S0038 Composite seat AZUB size L For riders from 175cm to 187cm $0 ☐
S0039 Composite seat AZUB size XL For riders from 187cm $0 ☐
S0040 Carbon seat AZUB size M 500g lighter than Composite seat $439 ☐
S0041 Carbon seat AZUB size L 500g lighter than Composite seat $439 ☐
S0042 Carbon seat AZUB size XL 500g lighter than Composite seat $439 ☐
Front fork
S0028 20" Spinner Grind - spring  included ☐
S0029 20" Saso - air Only for disc brakes $241 ☐
S0030 20" MRP Rustler - air Only for disc brakes $989 ☐
Shocks
S0246 Pair of DNM DV22 - spring  included ☐
S0247 Pair of SR Suntour UnAir - air Lockout function, adjustable rebound $438 ☐
S0248 Pair of FOX Float CTD - air 3 levels of compression, adjustable rebound $878 ☐
Tyres
S0069 Schwalbe Marathon Racer 1,5"  included ☐
S0268 Continental Double Fighter III 1,75"/1,9"  $22 ☐
S0070 Schwalbe Durano 1,1"  $33 ☐
S0072 Schwalbe Marathon Plus 1,75"  $44 ☐
S0071 Schwalbe Big Ben Plus 2,15"  $44 ☐
S0074 Schwalbe Smart Sam 2,25"/2,35"  $44 ☐
S0075 Schwalbe Marathon Plus 1,75" + Mondial 2"  $66 ☐
Pedals front
S0012 Force ALU - black  included ☐
S0092 Shimano SPD XT PD-T8000 - SPD/platform  $104 ☐
Pedals rear 
S0012 Force ALU - black  included ☐
S0092 Shimano SPD XT PD-T8000 - SPD/platform  $104 ☐
Seat pad front
S0097 Standard seat pad  included ☐
S0101 Seat pad with cover  $33 ☐
S0102 Ventisit Comfort  $66 ☐
Seat pad rear
S0097 Standard seat pad  included ☐
S0101 Seat pad with cover  $33 ☐
S0102 Ventisit Comfort  $66 ☐

All accessories and Special modifications on page 25
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TRIKE ACCESSORIES
Racks

S0108 Lowrider rack S For Tricon and Ti-Fly $87 ☐

S0109 Middle rack For Tricon and Ti-Fly $142 ☐

S0111 King rack For Tricon 26" and Ti-Fly 26" $219 ☐

S0110 Double rack For Tricon 20" and Ti-Fly 20" $175 ☐

S0112 Racktime Fold-it Fix For T-Tris 26" $54 ☐

S0115 Tubus Cargo Evo For T-Tris 26" $131 ☐

S0114 Basic rack For T-Tris 20" $109 ☐

S0113 Lowrider rack For T-Tris $98 ☐

S0239 FAT Lowrider rack For FAT trike $109 ☐

S0240 Tubus FAT Cro-Mo For FAT trike $142 ☐
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Mudguards

S0117
SKS Rear mudguard, 

narrow
Only for Tryker 1,5" and Durano 1,1" $33 ☐

S0116
SKS Rear mudguard, 

wide
 $33 ☐

S0233
SKS Rear mudguard, ultra-

wide
 $33 ☐

S0118
SKS Mudguard set, 

narrow
Only for Tryker 1,5" and Durano 1,1" $219 ☐

S0119 SKS Mudguard set, wide  $219 ☐

S0234
SKS Mudguard set, ultra-

wide
 $241 ☐

Lights and dynamo

S0138
Force front + rear light - 

akku
Order also Minoura SWG-400-STD $76 ☐

S0134
SON XS-M dynamo + 

Instaled light wires
 $341 ☐

S0090

SON XS-M dynamo + 

SON Edelux front light +  

B&M TopLight View rear 

light

 $528 ☐

S0136

SON XS-M dynamo + 

B&M Luxos U front light 

with USD charging + 

B&M TopLight View

 $561 ☐

S0167

Light set for E-BIKES only: 

SON Edelux front light +  

B&M TopLight View rear 

light

 $275 ☐
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Cyclocomputer

S0230

Cyclocomputer SIGMA BC 

16.12 STS + Multi Mount 

+ Sensor Mount

 $125 ☐

Head rest

S0124 Headrest for trike  $98 ☐

Seat pad

S0095 Winter insert  $33 ☐

S0094 Ventisit Classic  $88 ☐

Tools and pumps

S0146 SKS Mini pump  $32 ☐

S0148 Tern Tool - Multi tool  $43 ☐

S0149
SKS MSP Suspension 

pump
 $65 ☐

S0176

Service kit (15 spokes, 15 

nipples, 1 deraileur 

hanger, 2 tubes) 

 $43 ☐

S0180 Spare derailer hanger  $21 ☐
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Mirrors

S0125 Mirrycle mirror  $32 ☐

S0126 Mirror for glasses  $24 ☐

Brackets

S0127
Minoura SWG-400-STD - 

Front light holder
 $28 ☐

S0130 Multi mount Right side designed $33 ☐

S0129
Cyclocomputer sensor 

mount
 $17 ☐

S0265
SKS Anywhere + SKS 

TopCage bottle cage
 $24 ☐

Safety

S0141 AZUB Safety flag Reflective elements $10 ☐

S0193 Biologic blast horn  $54 ☐

Bottles and cages

S0131
Multi mount + SKS 

TopCage bottle cage
Right side designed $44 ☐

S0132
SKS Anywhere + SKS 

TopCage bottle cage
 $24 ☐

S0150 AZUB Water bottle  $9 ☐
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BIKE ACCESSORIES

Stands

S0140 Pletscher Comp  $26 ☐

S0245
Humpert Ergotec Double 

leg 
Only for Twin $44 ☐

Racks

S0105 Bike rack  $109 ☐

S0107 Expedition rack  $198 ☐

S0106 Super Expedition rack Not compatible with Under Seat Steering - USS $176 ☐

Mudguards

S0121
SKS Mudguard set, 

narrow
Only for Tryker 1,5" and Durano 1,1" $77 ☐

S0120 SKS Mudguard set, wide  $77 ☐

S0122 SKS MTB Mudguard set  $77 ☐

Cyclocomputer

S0139
SIGMA BC 16.12 STS - 

Cyclocomputer 
 $76 ☐

Head rest

S0123 Headrest for bike  $109 ☐
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Lights and dynamo

S0138
Force front + rear light - 

akku
Order also Minoura SWG-400-STD $76 ☐

S0137
SON dynamo + Instaled 

light wires
 $275 ☐

S0089

SON dynamo + SON 

Edelux front light + B&M 

TopLight View rear light

 $462 ☐

S0135

SON dynamo + B&M 

Luxos U front light with 

USD charging + B&M 

TopLight View

 $495 ☐

S0167

Light set for E-BIKES only: 

SON Edelux front light +  

B&M TopLight View rear 

light

 $275 ☐

Tools and pumps

S0146 SKS Mini pump  $32 ☐

S0148 Tern Tool - Multi tool  $43 ☐

S0149
SKS MSP Suspension 

pump
 $65 ☐

S0176

Service kit (15 spokes, 15 

nipples, 1 deraileur 

hanger, 2 tubes) 

 $43 ☐

S0180 Spare derailer hanger  $21 ☐
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Mirrors

S0125 Mirrycle mirror  $32 ☐

S0126 Mirror for glasses  $24 ☐

Brackets

S0127
Minoura SWG-400-STD - 

Front light holder
 $28 ☐

S0128 Cyclocomputer holder  $28 ☐

Safety

S0141 AZUB Safety flag Reflective elements $10 ☐

S0193 Biologic blast horn  $54 ☐

Bottles and cages

S0133
Side seat mount + SKS 

TopCage bottle cage
Please, choose instalation side $22 ☐

S0132
SKS Anywhere + SKS 

TopCage bottle cage
 $24 ☐

S0150 AZUB Water bottle  $9 ☐
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Bags

S0142 SKS Boom Bag black  $26 ☐

S0241
Transport bag for AZUB 

Origami
Only for Origami $109 ☐

S0242
Under seat bag for 

Origami
Only for Origami $87 ☐

Clothes

S0202
Recumbent jersey AZUB, 

M size
 $66 ☐

S0203
Recumbent jersey AZUB, 

L size
 $66 ☐

S0204
Recumbent jersey AZUB, 

XL size
 $66 ☐

S0205
Recumbent jersey AZUB, 

XXL size
 $66 ☐

S0206
Recumbent jersey AZUB, 

S size
 $66 ☐

S0207 T-shirt AZUB, S size  $17 ☐

S0208 T-shirt AZUB, M size  $17 ☐

S0209 T-shirt AZUB, L size  $17 ☐
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Clothes

S0210 T-shirt AZUB, XL size  $17 ☐

S0211 T-shirt AZUB, XXL size  $17 ☐

S0212 T-shirt AZUB, XXXL size  $17 ☐

SPECIAL MODIFICATIONS FOR BIKES

Special brakes

S0243
Coupled brakes - lever on 

the right side
 $66 ☐

S0244
Coupled brakes - lever on 

the left side
 $66 ☐

Special shifting and cranks

S0213
Lower gears (smaller 

chainrings)
 $44 ☐

S0181 Cranks shortening 2cm shorter $66 ☐

S0170 Right side gear shifting  $66 ☐

S0171 Left side gear shifting  $66 ☐
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FRAME SETS

S0405 AZUB Ti-FLY X - Frame kit Rolling frame set contains: main frame, boom, Suntour UnAir rear 

shock, steering, seat, front disc wide hubs and axles, chain guide

$4 990 ☐

S0404 AZUB Ti-FLY 26" - Frame kit Rolling frame set contains: main frame, boom, basic rear shock, 

steering, seat, front disc hubs and axles, chain guide

$4 390 ☐

S0412 AZUB Ti-FLY 20" - Frame kit Rolling frame set contains: main frame, boom, basic rear shock, 

steering, seat, front disc hubs and axles, chain guide

$4 190 ☐

S0407 AZUB TRICON GR - Frame kit Rolling frame set contains: main frame, boom, Suntour Unair rear 

shock, steering, seat, front disc wide hubs and axles, chain guide

$3 490 ☐

S0406 AZUB TRICON 26" - Frame kit Rolling frame set contains: main frame, boom, basic rear shock, 

steering, seat, front disc hubs and axles, chain guide

$2 890 ☐

S0408 AZUB TRICON 20" - Frame kit Rolling frame set contains: main frame, boom, basic rear shock, 

steering, seat, front disc hubs and axles, chain guide

$2 790 ☐

S0411 AZUB FAT - Frame kit Rolling frame set contains: main frame, boom, steering, seat, front 

wide disc hubs and axles, chain guide

$3 190 ☐

S0409 AZUB T-TRIS 26" - Frame kit Rolling frame set contains: main frame, boom, steering, seat, front 

disc hubs and axles, chain guide

$2 090 ☐

S0410 AZUB T-TRIS 20" - Frame kit Rolling frame set contains: main frame, boom, steering, seat, front 

disc hubs and axles, chain guide

$2 090 ☐

S0400 AZUB MAX 26" - Frame kit Frame set contains: main frame, basic rear shock, seat, above seat 

steering, chain guide

$2 290 ☐

S0402 AZUB SIX - Frame kit Frame set contains: main frame, basic rear shock, seat, above seat 

steering, chain guide

$2 290 ☐

S0401 AZUB MINI - Frame kit Frame set contains: main frame, basic rear shock, seat, above seat 

steering, chain guide

$2 290 ☐

S0403 AZUB TWIN - Frame kit Frame set contains: main frame, 2 basic rear shocks, 2 seats, above 

seat steering, chain guide

$5 290 ☐

AZUB ORIGAMI Not available as  frame set ☐

Surcharges for options and accessories by particular model





AZUB BIKE s.r.o.

Bajovec 2761

68801 Uhersky Brod

Czech Republic

info@azub.eu

+420 774 298 232

www.azub.eu


